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On the Thursday evening edition of  Infowars  Nightly  News,  Alex  Jones featured photo
evidence of a FEMA rendition facility located at the airport in Los Angeles.

The photos and an interview with an eyewitness who described the facility and its inward
facing barbed wire fence and one-way turnstiles add more compelling evidence to the
indisputable fact that FEMA operates as a modern version of the Gestapo.

FEMA Camps for the American People

Numerous FEMA camps scattered across the country are not designed to temporarily hold
displaced  citizens  during  natural  disasters  as  the  government  would  have  us  believe.
Despite the denial and dismissal of the corporate media – most notably Glenn Beck – the
camps are intended for the real enemy of the government and its banker overlords: the
American people.

In the above video, Alex also spotlights rendition facilities located at the Robert Mueller
Airport in Austin, Texas, the Sand Point FEMA rendition hub in Washington state, and the
notorious site at Pier 57 in New York City.

The LAX hub is especially pertinent as the military and LA cops engage in Posse Comitatus
busting exercises this week. “The LAPD said the purpose of the training was in part to
ensure the military’s ability to operate in urban environments,” CBS Los Angeles reported on
Wednesday.

CBS, of course, did not draw any conclusions after it  reported that military helicopters
staged from Dodgers Stadium and ferried back and forth from local parks in the city. Sports
stadiums have historically served as impromptu prisons for military dictatorships. (Editor’s
note: see this article. Miami is attempting to use stadiums to house the homeless, thus
setting a precedent.)

The government has conducted a number of beta tests over the years in preparation for
mass arrests and ultimately extraordinary renditions to black site torture dungeons.

In  addition  to  an  alarming  number  of  high  profile  military  exercises,  the  government  has
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worked in tandem with local police during events such as the the Republican and Democrat
national  conventions  and  periodic  gatherings  of  the  globalist  elite  in  Pittsburgh  and
elsewhere. During the events, they have beta tested and honed their ability to arrest large
numbers of people and hold them in squalid detention centers.

Infowars.com  reporter  Rob  Dew  experienced  the  process  firsthand  when  he  was  arrested
while covering the G20 in Pittsburgh and held at a military base.

Legal Precedents and Police State Preparations

The NDAA, National Defense Authorization Act, and the Enemy Expatriation Act are recent
efforts to build a legal – if entirely unconstitutional – foundation for the police state and its
semi-secret network of gulags and rendition camps under the auspices of FEMA.

Prior to the NDAA, the government established important precedents through the Patriot Act
and the Military Commissions Act, the latter a direct effort to nullify habeas corpus and allow
the government to disappear suspected citizens.

The Constitution-busting Patriot Act emerged from the hysteria following the attacks of
September 11, 2001, and spawned a raft of proposed “anti-terror” legislation, including The
Universal  National  Service  Act  of  2003  and  Patriot  Act  II,  an  earlier  effort  to  trash  habeas
corpus. See Alex Jones’ The Secret Patriot Act II Destroys What Is Left of American Liberty
from early February, 2003.

NDAA allows for the wholesale kidnapping and disappearance of American citizens into the
above mentioned FEMA camps. The legislation was paraded before the American people
under the guise of fighting phantom terrorists, but as a large number of legal experts, civil
libertarians and commentators have noted, it is designed for the American people, not al-
Qaeda miscreants.

The National Emergency Centers Act or HR 645 was established to provide a legal context
for the camps covered above. The bill mandates that six separate facilities be established in
different Federal Emergency Management Agency Regions (FEMA) throughout the country.
For more on this key legislation, see Paul Joseph Watson’s New Legislation Authorizes FEMA
Camps In U.S., posted in January of 2009.

In  December,  we covered a push by KBR to outfit  FEMA and U.S.  Army camps around the
United States under federal government contract. KBR’s call for FEMA camp service bids
arrived soon after the NDAA was passed in the Senate.

Contingency plans to suspend the Constitution and abduct enemies of the state go back to
at least the 1980s. Rex 84, short for Readiness Exercise 1984, was established under the
pretext of a “mass exodus” of illegal aliens crossing the Mexican/US border, the same
pretense used in the language of the KBR request for services.

During the Iran-Contra hearings in 1987, however, it was revealed that the program was a
secretive  “scenario  and  drill”  developed  by  the  federal  government  to  suspend  the
Constitution, declare martial law, assign military commanders to take over state and local
governments,  and  detain  large  numbers  of  American  citizens  determined  by  the
government to be “national security threats.”

FEMA Rendition Camps: The Emergent Face of Fascism in America
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Rex  84,  Operation  Cable  Splicer,  and  Garden  Plot  are  programs  specifically  designed  to
facilitate the recently enacted NDAA and the above mentioned legislation and more going
back to Clinton in the wake of the OKC bombing and the Waco massacre in the 1990s.

The effort  to  turn America into a military police state where free-thinkers  not  drinking the
government’s  kool-aid can easily  be disappeared into a nightmare world of  secret  CIA
rendition  flights  to  eastern  European  torture  centers  grew  serious  legs  following  the
September  11  attacks  and  has  entered  a  hyper  state  now  that  the  NDAA  is  law.

Startling details on the rendition center at LAX adds more credence to the indisputable fact
that the government is working to establish a network of camps for its political enemies. It
underscores the fact that the controllers are hellbent on fully realizing fascism in America,
complete with concentration camps where those opposed to the quest for global domination
disappear, never to be seen again.
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